
Our easy to use fitting guide will help you select the most appropriate Over-Glasses model that fits over your spectacles. First you need to print this guide, it can not be used on your computer screen. Set your print preferences to **no scaling** and print it at **100% actual size**, otherwise it will not provide an accurate guide to the size most suitable for your glasses.

Measure either of the blue lines below to verify the accuracy of your print out. Then place your spectacles face down over the images of each model. If your spectacles fit within the red box, then that model can be worn over your glasses. If your spectacles exceed the red box, then you should try the next size up. There are 5 sizes of Over-Glasses to choose from. The correct fit is the model who’s red box is slightly larger than your spectacles **including** the frame and temple fittings.

---

**Over-Glasses Piccolo (Small Size)**
Fits over most spectacle frames up to 132 mm wide across the temples by 37 mm high maximum.
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**Over-Glasses Medio (Medium Size)**
Fits over most spectacle frames up to 142 mm wide across the temples by 43 mm high maximum.
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**Over-Glasses Grande (Large Size)**
Fits over most spectacle frames up to 146 mm wide across the temples by 47 mm high maximum.
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Over-Glasses Piccola Slim (Small Size)
Fits over most spectacle frames up to 133 mm wide across the temples by 38 mm high maximum, best suited to close fitting low profile spectacles such as rimless or non-angular frames.

Over-Glasses Media Slim (Medium Size)
Fits over most spectacle frames up to 140 mm wide across the temples by 42 mm high maximum, best suited to close fitting low profile spectacles such as rimless or non-angular frames.

Fitting Advice for our Medium and Small Size Frame Options
The Piccolo and Medio frames shown on the first page have a deeper frame profile as shown below and are best to suited to angular and heavier framed spectacles or for those looking for superior all around sun protection. The Piccola Slim and Media Slim frames shown on this page have a slimmer frame profile and are best suited to close fitting low profile spectacles such as rimless or non-angular frames.